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F50LOCK - Lockable Security Case for F10016
The Lockable Case is a compact solution for those who need extra security for their Thinkware
F10016 Dash Cam. It locks the power cable and Micro SD card into the unit, this helps to prevent
the recorded footage being tampered with. It can also lock accessories like the GPSANT and
F100WP secondary camera. When combined with the Hard Wire Cable accessory (HWC) and
proper installation, the camera cannot be turned off while the vehicle is running. This is ideal for
commercial, fleet and rental vehicles.
FEATURES: Compact design, compatible with Thinkware F10016. Includes removal tool, specially
placed vents for heat dissipation LED viewing port suitable for use with GPS Antenna accessory.

F100WP - Waterproof 720P Rear Camera with IR LEDs to suit F100
Add this waterproof rear view camera to your Thinkware F10016 dash cam for complete front and rear surveillance.
The F100WP is installed on the exterior at the rear of the vehicle to provide a clear view of what is happening
behind the vehicle. The F100WP records 720P HD-quality video and when parking mode is enabled the F100WP
will also detect motion occurring at the back of your vehicle. Using Thinkware PC Viewer or Mobile Viewer, you
can view front and rear videos for more comprehensive assessment of an incident.
FEATURES: 8 Infrared LED’s for night vision, waterproof design, adjustable bracket, total of 15m of cable included.

F10016 - Full HD Dash Cam with 16GB Micro SD Card
The F100 is one of the most advanced compact dash cams on the market. With state of the art video
enhancement for its 1080P Full HD 30 frames per second video, rear camera input, optional GPS
for data logging and safety camera alerts, dual save, high-temperature protection and parking
surveillance mode*. You won’t find a better quality dash cam. *Requires HWC to enable Parking
Surveillance Mode.
FEATURES: 2CH rear camera ready, Sony Exmor CMOS sensor with super WDR at 30fps,
wide angle - 135 degrees, format free 2.0 technology, Win/Mac viewer, thermal protection.

HWC - Hard Wire Cable to suit THINKWARE Dash Cams
The Thinkware HWC is a Hard Wiring Cable Dash Cam installation kit and is compatible with all Thinkware
Dash Cams. When installed to the vehicle it allows continuous power to reach the dash cam enabling continuous
surveillance while the truck is parked/unattended.
FEATURES: Suits all Thinkware models. Provides power to a Thinkware dash cam wires into 12+ constant,
12V/24V ACC and earth. Fused ACC and constant wires enables parking surveillance mode, simply hardwires
to the vehicle.
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